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2. Art Games, 
Artists’ 
Games, Game 
Art (& what is 
art?)

(according to 
Thomas Hensel)



  

(& what is 
art?)

1)Essentialism
2)Analytical 
Positions

3)Functionalism
4)Intentionalism
5)Historicism
6)Institutional 
Theory

7)Cluster Theory

7 theories 
about what 
art is:

 



  

(& what is 
art?)

Essentialism

 

7 theories 
about what 
art is:

“[…] to find common 
properties of all and only 
the objects that are 
called art.”

e.g. “interactive
real-time 
simulation...”



  

(& what is 
art?)

Analytical 
Positions

7 theories 
about what 
art is:

 

“[...]the term "work of art" is 
learned by means of paradigmatic 
cases gradually expanded via 
similarities in its range of 
application.Even without a 
definition, the term "art" can be 
used without any problems and an 
explicit definition is, strictly 
speaking, even a hindrance.”

There are no such cases 
yet...



  

(& what is 
art?)

Functionalism

7 theories 
about what 
art is:

 

“[…] The way in which works of 
art are used [...]”

No functions found yet 
that all and only 
computer games 
(understood as art) are 
entitled to...



  

(& what is 
art?)

Intentionalism

7 theories 
about what 
art is:

 

“[…] which bases the definition 
of art on specific intentions of 
either the recipient or the 
producer.”

Why does not every recipient 
create a work of art?
What if we don’t know the 
intention of the producer?



  

(& what is 
art?)

Historicism

7 theories 
about what 
art is:

 

“[…] is characterized by the fact 
that the definition of art is 
based on a reference to the 
history of art and in particular 
to objects already recognized as 
works of art.”

We shouldn’t compare games in 
the same way as e.g. movies...



  

(& what is 
art?)

Institutional 
Theory

7 theories 
about what 
art is:

 

“It is based on the conviction
that an object becomes an art 
work through institutional 
attributions.These institutions, 
the so-called art operating 
system, include for example
museums, art critics, producers 
and recipients.”

But how do THEY 
decide…?



  

(& what is 
art?)

Cluster Theory 
(largely accepted)

7 theories 
about what 
art is:

 

“[…] a set of individually 
neither necessary nor sufficient 
properties [form together] 
necessary conditions.”

e.g. “aesthetic qualities that provide sensual pleasure, such as beauty or 
elegance; emotional expressivity; intellectual challenge in the sense of 
challenging traditional ways of seeing and thinking; formal coherence and 
complexity; semantic complexity or polysemy; the exhibition of an individual 
point of view; originality as a testimony to creativity; a high degree of skill; 
belonging to an established art form (painting, theater, film, etc.) and the 
intention to create art.”



  

Art Games 

(games 
considered to 
be art by 
critics and 
video game 
reviewers) 

GRIS (2018) 
https://youtu.be/
BRiKQIVo7ao

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_video_games_considered_artistic



  

Art Games 

(games 
considered to 
be art by 
critics and 
video game 
reviewers) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_video_games_considered_artistic

HER STORY (2015) 
https://youtu.be/
gaHw97l7-Lc



  

Art Games 

(games 
considered to 
be art by 
critics and 
video game 
reviewers) 

THE BEGINNER’S GUIDE (2015) 
https://youtu.be/RBK5Jheu0To

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_video_games_considered_artistic



  

Artists’ Games

William Chyr

B.A. Physics and Economics, University of 
Chicago, Chicago, IL

2011
Interaction Designer, Aesthetec Studio, 
Toronto, ON

2008 – 2009
Research Technician, Kenji Suzuki 
Laboratory, Department of Radiology, The 
University of Chicago, Chicago, IL

2008 – 2009
Research Technician, Enrico Fermi 
Institute, Chicago, IL

2008
Computer Engineer, Instituto Nazionale di 
Fisica Nucleare (National Institute of 
Nuclear Physics), Legnaro, ITALY

2007 – 2008
Research Assistant, Nancy Cox Laboratory, 
Department of Human Genetics, The 
University of Chicago, Chicago IL

 

(games made by artists)



  

Artists’ Games

 

(games made by artists)

William Chyr - “A Handful of Stardust” (2012)



  

Artists’ Games

William Chyr - “Nucleus” (2010)

(games made by artists)



  

Artists’ Games

William Chyr - “Summer Days In Chroma City” (2010)

(games made by artists)



  

Artists’ Games

William Chyr (2019) https://youtu.be/vLt4ZXcDdIQ

(games made by artists)



  

Game Art 

(Artworks that are
not playable, but 
derived from 
games) (according to Thomas Hensel, who 

also showed us the theories of art)



  

Game Art 

(Artworks that are
not playable, but 
derived from 
games) (according to Thomas Hensel, who 

also showed us the theories of art)

Invader (here in Avignon) Space Invaders 
(1978)



  

Game Art 

(Artworks that are
not playable, but 
derived from 
games) (according to Thomas Hensel, who 

also showed us the theories of art)

Bill Viola - “The Night Journey” (2007 - 2018)

https://youtu.be/jDiob1mETZ4



  

3.  Further resources and readings
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4. Outro

Richard Vreeland aka Disasterpeace

AbracaDATA! (GDC 2018)

https://youtu.be/-KuXRlG6rp4


